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Computational challenges and visualization  



Context 
•  Infectious diseases 

•  Increasing interest in the spread of infectious diseases 
•  Changing climate patterns 
•  Movement of individuals (air) and increasing urbanization 
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Disease Cases/deaths 
Malaria 3.2 billion at risk, ~200 millions cases 

~600K deaths (2013) 
Dengue Fever 50-500 millions infected a year, 25K deaths 
HIV 35 millions (1.5 million deaths) 
Cholera 3-5 million cases (~100K deaths) 
Ebola ~25K cases, ~10K deaths (2014) 
West Nile Virus 5,674 (286 deaths) –US, 2012 



Context (VBD) 
• Vector-borne diseases (malaria, dengue fever)  

spread very quickly under suitable conditions 

• Prompt and accurate space-time analyses are necessary 
to detect outbreaks in a timely manner and take 
appropriate steps to curb expansion of the disease 

• Accurate information should be disseminated among the 
public to limit the risk of further contagion. 
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Motivation 
•  Increasing access to large dataset of disease information 

•  Geolocated information (importance of GIS) 
•  Attribute (diagnosis, gender, age) 
•  Temporal stamp 
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Objectives 
•  Implement Space-Time Kernel Density Estimation 

(STKDE) for extracting space-time patterns in 
infectious diseases and Dengue Fever in particular 

• Parallel computing approach to reduce effort 

• Visualize results in a 3D framework 

• Evaluate the impact of positional and temporal 
inaccuracies on identifying outbreaks of dengue 
fever 
•  Monte-Carlo simulations for statistical significance 
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Existing work on space-time modeling 
• Significant research dedicated to the mapping of disease 

intensities across an area and associated clusters. 
•  Exploratory (KDE) and confirmatory approaches 

• Space-time clustering is a more recent research thread  
•  Computational and visualization issues 
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Framework 
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Dengue Fever 
•  Transmitted by a mosquito of the genus Aedes (Aedes 

aegypti) 
•  The mosquito lives and reproduces in warm temperature 

areas, generally between 18° and 25°C 
•  Its habitat is, most often, artificial water holding containers 

found most likely at tire repair shops, sewers and 
nurseries 

•  It has a  flying range from 27m to 
 around 1km 

•  Incubation period of the virus is  
 around 10 days 
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•  Transmission is generally focal 
• Cluster in households and neighborhoods 
•  Incubation period of the virus is around 10 days 
• Symptoms: 

•  Fever 
•  Joint and back pain 
•  Severe headache 
•  Nausea  

Dengue Fever 
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Dengue Fever in Cali 
•  Between 1989 and 2007 the worse dengue fever outbreak 

occurred 
•  After 1998, endemic years occurred less often 
•  In the last decade: only two endemic years accounting for 

44% of the cases 

Year Reported 
Cases 

Reasons  

1995 6,433 
2002 4,358 Interruption of vector control 

program, El Niño 
2005 2,338 DENV-3 

Decade Total 

1989 - 1998 32,646 

1998 - 2007 14,946 



Epidemiological data 
•  Data from SIVIGILA (acronym in Spanish for the Public Health 

Surveillance System) for the city of Cali for 2010 (until August) 
•  Information on dengue fever includes:  

•  Patient information (name, sex, age, race, address, phone number, 
neighborhood, patient’s occupation) 

•  Date of diagnosis 
•  Epidemiological week 
•  Day symptoms started 
•  If patient was hospitalized (if so, includes the date this happened) 
•  Final condition (dead or alive) 
•  Movement of the patient in the last 15 days if any 
•  Symptoms 
•  Reporting institution and patient’s insurance information 

•  Geocoded to the intersection 



Epidemiological data 

•  First eight months of 2010 

•  By week 26 of 2010, a total of 
8,144 cases reported 

•  Highest in 25 years 



Collecting data on dengue fever 
• Dengue fever data from SIVIGILA (Public Health 

Surveillance System). Implicit geographic information. 
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Space-time kernel density estimation 
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Space-time kernel density estimation 
•    
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Visualization 
•  The kernel density volume is rendered by estimating a 

density value for each of the voxels 
•  Color-coding each voxel based on its density value (rainbow) 
•  Voxels with lower kernel density values are assigned a higher level 

of transparency whereas higher densities are kept opaque 
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Perspective 1 Perspective 2 



Visualization 
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Temporal cross section Cross-sectional cuts 



Demonstration in Voxler 
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• Observed dataset 



Impact of parameters 
•  Impact of STKDE parameters on computational effort 
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Parallel computation approach 
•  The derivation of STKDE of a point pattern consumes 

considerable computing resources 
•  Conduct STKDE for each voxel 
•  Conduct STKDE on observed and simulated datasets 
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Space-time domain  
decomposition 

1.  Recursive octree decomposition of 3D 
domain (equivalent to 2D quadtree), 
resulting in subdomains (octree leaf-
nodes) of equal number of data points. 

2.  use space-filling curve to map 3D 
space to 1D space 

3.  allocate subdomains (octree leave-
nodes) to processors, compute kernel 
density for each subdomain separately 

4.  Collect subdomain outputs and 
reassemble. 

Source: www.forceflow.be, 3/3/14 

Source: http://www.beyond3d.com/images/articles/ingenu-part-2/octree.png, 
3/3/14 
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Decomposition  
algorithm 

1.  Initialize first level of decomposition (8 
children nodes), assign data points to node. 

2.  Iterate through nodes, check if number of 
data points greater than specified number. 

3.  If so, further subdivide the node starting 
algorithm again from 1. 

4.  done 

Tree-view 

Spatiotemporal domain view 
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Buffer implementation 
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Execution times of parallel STKDE  

•  Resolution: 100m*100m*1d 
•  Search distance: 750m, 3d 
•  Maximum number of data points per node: 50 
•  Number of subdomains/nodes: 689  



Modeling space-time uncertainty 
• Spatial and temporal  error 

• Errors introduced during data collection and geocoding 
will propagate in analysis, impact clustering tests 
•  Underestimation of local risk 
•  Misplacement of high-risk areas of a disease 
•  Misevaluation of spatial association 
•  Biased evidence for policy makers 

• How does space-time uncertainty affect exploratory tests, 
and how can space-time uncertainty be visualized? 
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Estimating spatial uncertainty 
• We measures GPS-based location of dengue fever cases 

that were geocoded and estimate the error in the data 
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mean error length=66.4m; 
median=56.4m,  

min-max=0-273.6m.  



Monte-Carlo simulations 
•    
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•  This process is similar to geomasking. 



Visualization on simulated sets 
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Demonstration in Voxler 
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• Simulated dataset 



Discussion and Conclusions 
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•  Infectious diseases can take dramatic proportions when 
conditions (e.g. population, climate, behavior) are optimal. 

• We develop a spatial and temporal extension of the KDE 
algorithm to map space-time clusters of dengue fever. 

• We perturb each geocoded dengue fever case following a 
spatial and temporal error (Monte Carlo simulations). 

• We conduct STKDE on both observed and simulated sets. 

• We use a parallelized computation approach 



Discussion and Conclusions 
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• Significant clusters appear different from one another 
•  Compactness, length, reoccurrence, eradication 

• Maximum and minimum extent of clusters are generated 
from the STKDE on simulated sets.  
•  Non spatially overlapping envelopes indicate a sensitivity to 

geocoding error, while non temporal overlapping envelopes 
indicate sensitivity to temporal error, for instance around the 
diagnosis. 

• Mapping uncertainty allows decision makers to build 
confidence around their actions. 



Future research 
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• Comparing 2D to 3D approaches 

• Compare outputs at different times 

Is KDE better than STKDE? (Effectiveness, efficacy) 

Can I generate STKDE output for these time intervals where 
something happened. We could take the derivative  or the  
PDF and identify time where the phenomenon varies the most? 

Q 

Q 
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